Essential Electrical Systems –
Who’s To Say?

February, 2011

by Ark Tsisserev P.Eng.

S

ome building developers and owners like to
consider the building IT infrastructure,
heating and air conditioning systems,
elevators, sump pumps and water
treatment equipment as the “essential electrical
system”. As such, these developers might demand
from electrical designers additional provisions for
reliability in performance of the loads comprising
these “essential electrical systems”. There is no
problem for designers and installers in this regard,
as a redundancy could be easily provided in the
design and installation of the electrical
infrastructure. But who is to say what constitutes
an “essential electrical system”? And if there is, in
fact, such a system, what power supply
arrangements must be provided for the loads of this
“essential” system? There are some folks who might
even treat their fridge or TV set as an “essential
electrical system”, as they might need to ensure that
their beer is always cold and the TV could always be
turned on for their favourite show. So, what is this
mysterious “system”? Is it defined anywhere? Does
any code or standard explain what it’s comprised of
and how to arrange the power supply to the loads of
this system? The answer can be found in two CSA
documents:
1. CSA standard Z32-09 “Electrical safety and
essential electrical systems in health care
facilities”; and
2. Section 24 of the CE Code, Part I. Let’s take a
look at the provisions of these two documents.
The scope of CSA Z32 deals with the following:
(a) electrical safety associated with health care
provision; and
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It is important to note the
statement in Z32 that its
“provisions are supplementary to the installation
requirements specified in Sections 24 of the
Canadian Electrical Code, Part I”.
This becomes quite interesting. Now we know that
an essential electrical system is only covered by the
scope of Z32 for health care facilities and by Section
24 of the CE Code.
Let’s check out the CE Code. The scope of Section
24 of the Code indicates in part that this Section
applies to the portions of the electrical systems of
health care facilities designated as “essential
(Continued on page 2)
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It is interesting to note that the life safety
systems defined in Section 46 of the CEC become
electrical systems”.
part of the essential electrical system when these
This is very significant.
“life safety systems” are utilized in a health care
It indicates that only certain circuits and loads of a facility. Rule 24-302(1) of the CE Code and Table 7
health care facility could be designated as being
of Z32 clearly reflect this fact.
part of an “essential electrical system”.
This means that a separate dedicated transfer
This means that developers of a typical two storey
switch mandated for the loads of a life safety system
commercial building or a 6 storey office building
by Section 46 is not required if these loads comprise
might misuse this defined terminology when they
a part of the essential electrical system of a health
consider their loads in such buildings as being an
care facility.
essential electrical system, unless certain areas of
In this, latter case a dedicated transfer switch
these buildings are defined as patient care areas of would be sufficient to connect all loads of the
health care facilities. It should be noted that such
essential electrical system (including the loads of a
definitions are provided in the
life safety system described in Section 46) to the
CSA standard Z32 and in Section 24 of the CE
required emergency power supply, as long as the
Code. Section 24 of the CEC also dedicates the
following provisions of Z32 are met:
entire set of Rules (24-302 to 24-306) to the
 6.2 Transfer
requirements for circuits and emergency power
 6.2.1 Vital and delayed vital branches The
supply to the essential electrical system.
vital and delayed vital branches shall be
Rule 24-300 of the CEC clearly articulates that
connected to the emergency power supply by
the above mentioned rules “apply to those portions
one or more transfer switches that are arranged
of a health care facility electrical system in which the
to allow the vital and delayed vital branch loads
interruption of a normal supply of power would
to be transferred within 10 s and 2 min,
jeopardize the effective and safe care of patients,
respectively, and retransferred automatically.
with the object of reducing hazards that might arise
 6.2.2 Conditional Branch The conditional
from such an interruption”.
branch shall be manually or automatically
Rule 24-302 of the CE Code explains that an
connected to the emergency power supply.
essential electrical system must comprise only
And what type of an emergency power supply is
circuits that supply loads designated by the health
required for an essential electrical system?
care facility administration as being essential for the
The answer could be also found in the CEC and
life, safety, and care of the patient and for the
Z32. Rule 24-306 of the Code clearly states that
effective operation of the health care facility. This
nothing else but “one or more generator sets” must
rule also guides the designers and installers to the
be used to provide the emergency power supply to
fact that an essential electrical system must
the loads comprising an essential electrical system.
comprise at the minimum a vital branch, but it as
Clause 6.7.2 of Z32 explains the required
well may include a delayed vital branch and a
quantity and arrangement of the emergency
conditional branch, or both of these branches.
generators as follows:
This clarification of the Code is important to the  6.7.2 Generator set redundancy The following
electrical designers, as it allows use of a single
requirements shall apply to generator set
transfer switch for all the loads (vital, delayed vital
redundancy:
and conditional) for connecting the essential
(a) An emergency power supply shall be provided by
electrical system to an emergency power supply
not less than two generator sets conforming to
source.
CSA C282 and arranged in such a manner that
So, how does a designer or an installer know
upon failure of one of the generators, the second
what loads are deemed to be essential “for the life,
generator will automatically provide power
safety, and care of the patient and for the effective
supply to the loads described in Clause 6.3
operation of the health care facility”
within 10 s of unsatisfactory condition in the
The answer could be found in the CSA standard
service in use.
Z32-09.
(b) Notwithstanding Item (a), where it is acceptable
Table 7 of this standard not only lists and
to the administrator of a HCF, a single generator
classifies such loads, but it assigns the status to the
set may be used. Similarly. Z32 sets out the
essential system branches designating them as
criteria for the arrangement of the normal power
vital, delayed vital or conditional.
(Continued on page 3)
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power supply services and emergency generators are
deemed to be necessary for the specific type of the
HCF.
It appears that the mystery of the “essential
electrical system” has been now resolved.
However, as usual, in order to prevent any
surprises when a design of such essential electrical
systems is undertaken, relevant authorities with the
jurisdiction power must be
consulted.

(Continued from page 2)

supply sources as follows:
6.6.2.1 Supply or consumer’s service The
following requirements shall apply to supply or
consumer’s services:
(a) Normal power supply shall be provided by not
less than two separate supply or consumer’s
services arranged in such a manner that upon
failure of one of the services, the second service
will automatically provide power supply to the
loads described in Clause 6.2.1 within 10 s of
unsatisfactory condition in the service in use.
(b) Notwithstanding Item (a), where it is acceptable
to the administrator of a HCF, a single supply or
consumer’s service may be used.
Note: Definitions of “supply service” and
“consumer’s service” are provided in the Canadian
Electrical Code, Part I.”
So, it is up the administrator of a health care
facility to advise the designers on how many normal
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August (Gus) Wendril Electrical
Safety Inspector City of Vancouver.
Gus Wendril Passed away December 4,
2010.
"He began his 23 year career with the
City of Vancouver in 1974 as their fire
alarm and emergency lighting inspector
under the umbrella of the Vancouver Fire
Department.
He moved on to a regular electrical inspection district in 1977.
In 1992 he took over the quality control
position which duties included plans approval and inspector training.
In 1994 Gus was promoted to Supervisor
of Electrical Inspections a position he
held until his retirement in 1997.
Condolences go out to the family.

Director Paul Stevens congratulating Alf
Lam for his winning of the Charity Draw
to Canuck Place with President Roger
Tuttle assistance.
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For release on Dec 8, 2010 From the BC Safety Authority
Looking for a family-friendly employer?
If you are seeking some work/life balance, it might be time to apply at the BC Safety Authority! Named one of Canada’s Top Family-Friendly Employers for 2011, the BC Safety Authority (BCSA) has over 300 staff across the province with a corporate office based in New Westminster.
Here are some of the reasons why the BC Safety Authority was selected both as one of Canada’s Top 100 Employers
and Top Family-Friendly Employers for 2011, making the organization an incredibly desirable place to work: The
BCSA provides exceptional parental leave top-up for new mothers, adoptive parents and new fathers. The BCSA is
committed to continuous employee skills development and subsidizes the cost of professional association memberships as well as tuition fees for employees enrolled in selected courses at outside training or educational institutions.
The BCSA starts all employees with at least three weeks of paid vacation. The BCSA also covers childcare costs for
employees required to attend company events or business trips outside of normal working hours.
The BC Safety Authority's health and family benefits are rated as exceptional by the competition’s selection committee. The BCSA's health benefits plan includes 100% premium coverage and employees receive full family coverage on
the health benefits plan. The company's family-friendly benefits include: pre-arranged emergency shortterm daycare;
various special leave days; flexible working hours; telecommuting; an earned days off (EDO) program; and more.
Approximately 150 staff work directly out of the New Westminster office, located at 505 - 6th Street. According the
BCSA’s Vice President of Human Resources, Diane Sullivan, “We are thrilled to receive acknowledgement for effort we
put into making the Safety Authority a great place to work for people with families.” Earlier this year, Sullivan won
the 2010 HR Professional of the Year Award, presented by the BCHRMA, for her progressive human resources principles. She says, “The strength of our organization has always been our people; they are deeply committed to providing
and inspiring safety excellence. It is because of this engagement that we can continue making British Columbia a
safer place to live, work and play.” The British Columbia Safety Authority mandates the safe installation and use of
technical equipment. The BCSA also issues permits and licences, educates, and conducts on-site inspections in high
-risk situations. Read more about the Safety Authority in the BCSA Today newsletter available at
www.safetyauthority.ca/about/publications.

Darl Pleasants – Electrical Safety Officer (1975-2002)
August 31, 1939 – September 16, 2010 - On September 16, 2010, former Electrical Safety

Officer Darl Pleasants was tragically involved in a motor vehicle accident in Avola, BC.
Darl was on his way to visit family members in Alberta when a driver of an oncoming
vehicle made a reckless decision which resulted in the accident. Although Darl survived
the motor vehicle accident, as a result Darl had a severe heart attack, which claimed his
life. Although many of those who had known Darl had unknowingly and mistakenly
called Darl “Daryl”, but his actual given name was Darl. This unbeknownst to most, was a pet peeve of Darl’s but he
never let on that it was. Respectfully, we hope this sets the record straight.
Darl’s lengthy and illustrious career as an Electrical Safety Officer began on June 18, 1975, when he joined the
Province of BC’s, Safety Engineering Services Division (now known as the BC Safety Authority). Originally, Darl was
posted as an Electrical Inspector in Terrace, BC and over the years transferred to various locations throughout the
province. In 1977 Darl moved to the Nelson area, and then on to Salmon Arm, where he was promoted to the level
of Regional Supervisor for the southern region. After taking a brief leave of absence from managing the region in
1987, Darl re-located to the Chilliwack area to once again work as an Electrical Inspector. From there Darl moved
on to the Merritt area where he continued inspecting for the branch as well as owning/operating a water bottling
business until 2002 when he retired.
As an Electrical Safety Officer Darl was widely regarded and respected by his peers and the electrical industry for his
technical knowledge, experience and his common sense approach to inspecting. Darl was a wealth of knowledge
when it came to the history of the former Electrical Safety Branch with regard to how the Branch and inspections
functioned during the 70’, 80’s and 90’s, information and stories now sadly lost. Darl was never known to be short
on verbiage or opinion and you always knew exactly where you stood with him. He will be fondly remembered for his
likable, feisty, passionate personality and his quick sense of humour. Darl was a friend to many and will be sorely
missed.
Courtesy of Eric Broz, BCSA, Kamloops
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Review of the Change to the 2009 Canadian
Electrical Code
by Ted Simmons

W

e are finally through with our analysis of the
changes to the 2009 CEC, however, it is interesting to note that we will be starting the exercise all
over again in less than 17 months with the publication of the 2012 CEC.

locations that gasoline vapours are much heavier than air and
will sink to ground level and may settle in pits or depressions
below grade. As a result the degree of hazard will generally be
higher in areas at or below ground level.
The following diagram illustrates the classification of the areas
for a typical gasoline dispenser:

In the meantime, we will continue our regular review of the
Code and will take a look at Section 20 which identifies requirements for: Flammable liquid gas dispensing and service stations, garages, bulk storage plants, finishing processes and
aircraft hangers.

With regard to the diagram, the Code classifies the space within
the nozzle boot of the dispenser to be a Class I, Zone 0 location.
According to Rule 18-090, only equipment that is approved as
intrinsically safe, type i or ia is permitted in this location. It
should be noted that intrinsically safe equipment type ib is not
permitted in a Zone 0 location.

In this article we will be focusing our attention on the wiring
requirements for: Gasoline dispensing and service stations.
Before we begin, it is worthwhile to note that Section 20 does
not only classify the area but also specifies the extent of the
hazardous location for the particular installation. In addition,
as noted in Rule 20-000(2) for additions, modifications or renovations to, or operation and maintenance of existing facilities
employing the Division system of classification for Class I locations, the continued use of the Division system of classification
shall be permitted. Where the continued use of the Division
system of classification is permitted, the rules for Class I locations found in Annex J20 of Appendix “J” shall apply.

The basic difference between equipment types i, ia and ib is
that equipment types i and ia will still provide protection after
sustaining two countable faults, where as equipment type ib
can only withstand one countable fault. For further information
on this and other requirements pertaining to intrinsically safe
wiring, please refer to Appendix “F”.
For the Class I, Zone 1 locations, equipment approved for Class
I, Division 1 locations may be used as well as equipment approved for Class I, Zone 0 or other equipment that has been
approved as providing a type of protection that is acceptable for
this location.

Gasoline Dispensing And Service Stations
Rule 20-002 – General
Rule 20-002(1) indicates that the wiring and associated electrical equipment installed in gasoline dispensing and service stations here gasoline or other
volatile liquids are transferred to vehicles shall comply with the requirements of Rules 20-004 to 20-014.
However, Subrule 2 indicates for other areas such as
lubritoriums, service rooms, offices, etc. the electrical
wiring and equipment shall comply with Rules 20-100
to 20-114. A review of the requirements outlined in
Rules 20-004 to 20-014 and 20-100 to 20-114 indicates the requirements for service rooms and repair
rooms, etc. are somewhat less restrictive. This is because the possibility of a fuel spill, etc. is less likely to
occur in these areas.
Rule 20-004 – Hazardous Areas
This rule clearly defines the extent of the hazardous
locations with respect to the space within a dispenser
and the areas surrounding the dispenser, as well as
areas within the vicinity of vent pipes and areas
within lubrication rooms. It should be noted when
installing wiring and electrical equipment in these

(Continued on page 6)
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exposed to physical damage, must be located not less than 3.6
m above floor level unless they are of the totally enclosed type
or constructed to prevent escape of sparks or hot metal particles.
Rule 20-010 – Circuit Disconnects

(Continued from page 5)

Rule 18-100 provides additional information pertaining to this
requirement.
For the Class I, Zone 2 locations, equipment approved for Class
I, Division 2 locations may be used. As well, equipment approved for Class I, Zone 1 locations or the other types of equipment listed in Rule 18-150 may also be used.
Particular attention should be given to Rule 20-004(8) which
indicates that electrical wiring and equipment, any portion of
which is below the surface of areas designated as Class I, Zone
1 or Zone 2 in Subrules (1), (4), (6) or (7) shall be considered
within a Class I, Zone 1 location and this classification shall
extend to where the wiring emerges above grade. The reason for
this requirement is that when gasoline is spilled in the vicinity
of a dispenser, it could seep into the underground electrical
wiring.
Rule 20-006 – Wiring and Equipment within Hazardous
Areas
Subrule 20-006(1) indicates that electrical wiring and equipment
within the hazardous areas defined in Rule 20-004 shall conform to Section 18 requirements.
Subrules 20-006(2), (3) and (4) pertain to the wiring connection
to the dispenser junction box. If rigid metal conduit is used,
Subrules (2) and (3) require that in addition to any sealing fittings required by Section 18, a union and flexible fitting shall be
installed between the conduit and the dispenser junction box.
The union provides for easier interchange of the dispenser if
required due to damage or upgrading.
The flexible fitting allows for relative movement of the dispenser
due to vibration or vehicle contact.
Subrule 20-006(4) indicates where a dispenser is supplied by a
cable approved for hazardous locations, a means shall be provided to separate the cable from the dispenser without affecting
the integrity of the explosion-proof cable seal. This function is
generally accomplished by the installation of a fitting called a
union.
Rule 20-008 – Wiring and Equipment above Hazardous
Locations
This rule states the wiring and equipment above hazardous
areas shall conform to Rules 20-106 and 20-110.
Rule 20-106 indicates all fixed wiring above hazardous areas
shall be in accordance with Section 12 and suitable for the type
of building and occupancy. This rule also requires that flexible
cord of the hard-usage type be used for pendants, connection of
portable luminaires, portable motors, or other portable equipment.
In order to ensure that sparks or particles of hot metal cannot
fall into a classified area and cause ignition, Rule 20-110(1) requires fixed equipment that is located less than 3.6m above the
floor level and that may produce arcs, sparks, or particles of
hot metal such as cut-outs, switches, generators, motors, etc.
be of the totally enclosed type or constructed to prevent the
escape of sparks or hot metal particles. It should be noted that
Rule 20-110(1) exempts receptacles and luminaires from this
requirement, however, Subrule 20-110(2) indicates that permanently installed luminaires that are located over lanes through
which vehicles are commonly driven or that may otherwise be

This rule requires that each circuit leading to or through a dispensing pump shall be provided with a switching means that
will simultaneously disconnect all ungrounded conductors of
the circuit from the source of supply. The intent of this requirement is to permit the quick shut down of the dispenser should
an emergency arise. It should be noted that the requirements
pertaining to the connection of the wiring to the junction box
identified in Rule 20-004 (2) and (3) and requirements pertaining to the circuit disconnect outlined in Rule 20-010 also apply
to propane dispensers and
compressed natural gas dispensers. Rules 20-036, 20040, 20-066 and 20-070 provide additional information on
these requirements. More on
Section 20 in the next edition.
Ted Simmons is Chief Instructor, Electrical Apprenticeship
Program at the British Columbia Institute of Technology.
Ted can be reached by e-mail
at Ted_Simmons@bcit.ca.

Ark Tsisserev receiving his most deserved
Life Time Membership Certificate for his
outstanding accomplishments and support
of the EIA by President Roger Tuttle.
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Burnaby from July 1973 until his retirement in August
1986. Ernie enjoyed travelling and photography and after
passed away peacefully on October 19, 2010. Born in
his retirement became active as a volunteer visitor for the
South Westminster, Ernie graduated from T.J. Trapp
Legion and doing maintenance for the District of Maple
Technical School and began working in the electrical
Ridge. He also participated in fundraising for the MS Sotrade. Ernie was proud to be a member of the Canadian
ciety and supported numerous charities. Ernie's family
Armed Forces, stationed in Victoria until his honourable
discharge. He was a loyal member of the Royal Canadian would like to express sincere thanks to the staff of Ridge
Meadows Hospital and also to the staff of George Derby
legion Maple Ridge Branch 88; a member of the IBEW
Local 213 and served as president of the E.I.A. from 1981 Centre where Ernie spent his last months, for their com1982. He was an electrical inspector for the District of
passionate care.

ERNIE MORTIMER, July 3, 1921 - October 19, 2010

The Merry EIA Membership ―Thank you‖
The Electrical Inspectors Association once again had a great Christmas Dinner Meeting and gave
away lots of door prizes. There were 90 people that were able to attend. Along with the door prizes
purchased by our association, there were many prizes donated by some of our members as well.
This article is to show our appreciation to the following people and organizations for their generous support making the meeting another grand success.

Bill Strain & John of Villa Electric,

WestBurne Electric Supply

Dave Broadbent

Wayne Kirk of Allan Bell and Asso.,

Armeh Construction

Arc-Tech

The Surrey Electrical Inspectors,

Cypress Mountaim Resorts

Euro Tech Electric

Electrical Contractors Association,

CGM Electronics

Cam Duncan

Kerry Peterson of CSA,

Cupit Electric

Power Check

Roop Electric,

Norgate Electric

Abbey Electric

Indy Electric,

Trolls Restaurants

Intertek

Berts Electric,

Kuban Electric

Bert Aikens

Ready Lite / T + B,

Park Royal Shopping Centre

Teck Electric

Alf Lam,

White Spot Restaurants

O.J. Electric

Gescan

Lions Gate Electric

Indy Electric

Elworthy Electric,

Secret Santa

Bob Cornwell

Len Rhodes

Secret Santa #2

G.P.R. Electric

Bridge Electric

Mettro Electric

Jetko Electric

EECOL Electric Supply

Michael Morressette

Roop Electric
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Info from our Past
By R. A. Porcina
The EIA first Constitution & Bylaws were registered in 1947. The first Newsletter was published in
1961, it was started to communicate to it’s members, find below the first Newsletter.

Volume 1 - Number 1
ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR'S - NEWSLETTER
This is the first of a series of Newsletters to be sent out in an effort to keep those members who are not
able to attend meetings informed as to what is going on; and what is being planned.
At the first meeting of your newly elected Officers many things were gone into, including the poor attendance by Inspectors - and, some of the reasons that have come up are as follows:A. Some members felt that there was nothing to be gained by being an active member. THIS IS WRONG!
B. That our meetings were too far apart; so, consequently, any problem taken up seemed to lay in abeyance
too long. THIS IS TRUE!,
C. That as Inspectors we should be ahead of he rest of the Industry, BUT in fact; seemed to be falling behind!
D. NOT ENOUGH P1RTICIPATION by members in the Interior and on Vancouver Island.
AFTER ANALYZING THE ABOVE WE ARE ABOUT TO INSTITUTE THE FOLLOWING:1. An EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM is to be set up in such a way that every member will be able to participate.
2. MORE MEETINGS, as follows:

APRIL 24th - a DINNER MEETING with Business and Code Discussion at the Hotel
Astor.



JUNE 3rd - a Meeting with the International Association of Electrical Inspectors at Bellingham, Washington.



JUNE 12th - a DINNER MEETING with Business and a DEBATE. This will be held at
the (;ENTENNIAL PAVILION, Burnaby Mountain.



SEPT. 25th - a DINNER MEETING and Business (program to be announced) at the
Hotel Astor.



NOV. 13th - a DINNER MEETING and Business (program to be announced) at the Ho(Continued on page 10)
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tel Astor.


DEC. 11th - a "WALKER & HARRISON SPECIAL" at the Hotel Astor with Special
Requirements for the meeting being—TWO TICKETS - ONE CROCK - FOUR
HOURS OF ENERGY — and of course - ONE WIFE or GIRL FRIEND

More details about these meetings will be sent out and Out of Town members are asked to keep these dates
in mind and are invited to attend if they should happen to be in this area. You can be sure of a cordial welcome and an interesting evening.
3. By trying to co-operate with Contractors and Manufacturers as regards to the use of New Materials and
Methods.
4. That all members be notified when a Committee is set up to study any problem and that members be invited to send in any comments they may have about the subject to the Committee Chairman; so that
they will be able to come up with an answer that will be more representative of the feeling of the majority of the members.
Also, as a service to members who are unable to attend meetings because of distance to travel etc., and
would like +. 0 submit a question or a beef on any subject whether pertaining to the Code or the Association; this can be done by writing direct to the Secretary.
Any member writing to the Secretary is assured that their problem or ;suggestion will be fully presented at
regular meeting of the Association and followed up with an answer. as arrived at. The writers name will be
withheld it requested but all letters must be signed.
The Association is pleased to receive suggestions or criticisms toward the betterment of the Association, so
get behind the Executive and remember we were elected to carry out your wishes.
Out of town members are asked to send in any contributions informative, amusing or just plain rude remarks to the Secretary - who will be responsible for getting this newsletter out to you.
Just remember this - as an Inspector....
YOUR TROUBLES ARE PLENTIFUL
AND YOUR REWARDS ARE FEW...
REMEMBER THE MIGHTY OAK
WAS ONCE A NUT LIKE YOU
March, 1961 C. DRESSER, Chairman,
Program Committee.
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Presidents Message
My term as president is rapidly coming to a
close after another interesting year.
Looking back I am proud of the work your executive has done to make our association more
vibrant and interesting.
Our membership and meeting attendance is
increasing and I feel that two major reasons for
that are interesting and informative presentations that are provided along with an excellent
website.
Our website has become a useful tool for industry with our FAQ, s section being heavily
used.
As well, a new section has been added on archived news letters so you can see what concerned inspectors from years past.
It makes for interesting reading. Please check
it out.

committee. This section should be a valuable
tool for you our members so please ask some
questions.
Our Christmas meeting was again very successful with over 90 in attendance and many
fabulous prizes.
A big thank you to all the donors your generosity is much appreciated.
In closing I would like to take this opportunity
to thank all of the members for their help and
support over the
past year and to
wish all of you a
healthy and
prosperous new
year.
Regards,

Roger Tuttle,
We are also looking at adding a new section to
our news letter dealing with the code questions President
we receive. This would include questions and
the answers as determined by our code
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City of Vancouver
roger.tuttle@vancouver.ca
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Farmand Ghafari,
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CSA International
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Eric Sipila,
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125—East 2nd Street, North Vancouver, B.C.
(just off Lonsdale Avenue)
Social Hour 5:15—6:00
Dinner
6:00—7:00
Meeting
7:00— 9:00

Presentation by Suher Al Hashimi of Eaton Corp., on
―Series Rated Breakers‖ and will be covering information
on their application and "Integrated Equipment Ratings".
Dinner: $30
Most Important for Reservations: Please Phone Dwayne Askin

(778) 396-2050 or Email: Dwayne.Askin@safetyauthority.ca

Membership Application & Renewal Form
For 1 year (Jan 1, 2011—Dec. 31, 2011)

$ 50.00

For 2 years (Jan 1, 2011—Dec. 31, 2012)

$ 100.00

For 3 years (Jan 1, 2011—Dec. 31, 2013)

$ 150.00

New Membership

Name (Please Print)
Address

Renewal
City

Postal Code

Inspector

Company

Title

Associate

Email

Mail to: The EIA of BC, Suite 201— 3989 Henning Drive,
Burnaby, B.C., V5C 6N5
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